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Thank you, and congratulations on your choice of AT2-DISTORTION.
Before using this unit, carefully read the sections entitled: “USING THE UNIT SAFELY”
and “IMPORTANT NOTES” (separate sheet). These sections provide important information
concerning the proper operation of the unit.
Additionally, in order to feel assured that you have gained a good grasp of every feature
provided by your new unit, this manual should be read in its entirety. The manual should be
saved and kept on hand as a convenient reference.

A battery is supplied with the unit. The life of this battery may be limited, however, since its
primary purpose was to enable testing.
Copyright © 2010 TONE WEAL CORPORATION
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without the written
permission of TONE WEAL CORPORATION
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FEATURE

A dynamic range of smooth and warm overdrive tones associated with vintage tube amps.
Unique circuitry for a classic, natural tube amp growl
Tone control provides a versatile range tone adjustment of drive sound

Very amp-like tones
No unintended audio artifacts
Very effective boost switch for lead tones
Overdrive the pre-amp delivers a nice barely broken up tone
Designed to produce a heavy metal sound quality to let your guitar's personality shine through
* All product names mentioned in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. These
names, as used in this manual, are for the purpose of accurately describing the sounds created with modeling.
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AT1/2 is an up-to-date unit provided with distortion control knob that simultaneously controls sustain time, and also tone control. It produces a
wide variety of distortion sound from mellow to intense, hard distortion.

GAIN

NAME AND FUNCTIONS

AC ADAPTOR
JACK
9VDC
MADE IN TAIWAN

CHECK
LAMP

This knob controls sustain time as well as
distortion depth. When turned clockwise ,
distortion becomes deeper and sustain time
longer. And, when turned counterclockwise,
distortion becomes weaker and sustain time
shorter.

TONE
GAIN

LEVEL

GAIN

LEVEL
OUTPUT

OUTPUT JACK

TONE

INPUT

TONE
INPUT JACK

PEDAL
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This knob controls tone. When turned clockwise
highs are boosted to give crisp tone, and when
turned counterclockwise lows are boosted to
give soft tone.

LEVEL
This knob functions to compensate for the level
difference between Normal and Effect settings.
Turning clockwise increases volume of Effect
mode and counterclockwise, decreases.
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INPUT
This input jack receives output from electric guitar and other electronic instruments

OUTPUT
This jack feeds signal to amplifier.

AC ADAPTOR JACK
AT2-DISTORTION operates both from self-contained battery (9V) and from AC line. Connect a AC Adaptor (DC9V)
to this jack, and the battery is disconnected from the circuit, guaranteeing stable longtime performance.

PEDAL SWITCH
This is a changeover switch for Normal or Effect. By use of True Bypass SWITCH, first in these kinds of small size
effect units, pop noise is perfectly eliminated and AT2-DISTORTION can be satisfactorily employed even in studio
recording.

CHECK LAMP
While pedal is trod down, this lamp lights if battery is normal. Thus this lamp lets you confirm the changeover
between Effect and Normal modes, and also battery state. If the indicator fails to light, replace the battery with a
new one.

SCREW
When replacing battery, loosen this screw to open the caw. Do no remove off the screw from the pedal. If you do,
be careful not to lose it.
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BEFORE USING AT1/2
When operating AT2 from AC line, use AC Adaptor for AT2
Avoid using AT2 at very dusty location or under high temperature or humidity conditions.
AC ADAPTOR

CONNECTING AT2
TO
AC ADAPTOR JACK

OUTPUT

TONE

INPUT

GAIN

LEVEL

GUITAR
AMPLIFIER

TONE WEAL AT1/2

1.
LEVEL

GAIN

After connecting all cords required,
set all knobs on the panel as illustrated.

4.
GAIN

Turn Distortion and Tone Knobs to proper
positions.

TONE

TONE

2 .Tread the pedal to check battery. If check lamp lights, batter is live.
*If lamp does not light, it means dead battery, replace it with a new battery.
3.

Tread pedal to set the unit in the state that sound is effected.

4. Turn Distortion and Tone Knobs to proper positions.
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5.

While switching pedal ON and OFF, turn
LEVEL
Level knob to proper position where no
volume difference between Normal and Effect modes is
noticed.
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CAUTIONS FOR REPLACING AND HANDLING BATTERY INPUT
REPLACING BATTERY
USE ONE 9-VOLT BATTERY.
1. Loosen the screw of pedal to open it and take out battery from its housing.
2. Replace the battery by a fresh one and put it into position.
3. Set coil spring onto the projection on the rear of the pedal and shut the cover (pedal). Finally, insert the screw
into the pedal guide and tighten it.
At this time, be careful not to catch the battery strap in the cover or coil spring.

CAUTIONS
When you don’t use for a long period, remove the battery to prevent
current leakage and leaking out of sticky substance.
If battery voltage drops, effect becomes inferior or no sound is
produced. To prevent that, replace the battery a little earlier.
Be sure to keep the battery snapped by connector into the housing,
when using AC adaptor, too.

ADAPTOR(OPTION)
You operate AT1/2 from AC line , use AC
Adaptor (DC9v) for AT1/2.

* Even if AC Adaptor cord comes out during performance, operation
immediately changes to battery, causing no

trouble in continued performance.Power is switched on while a plug
is put into input jack. When you do not use, keep the plug off the
jack.
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SPECIFICATION

minal Input Level...........................-20 dBu
Input Impedance............................1M ohms
Nominal Output Level.....................-20 dBu
Output Impedance...........................100k ohms
ohmsConnectors...... INPUT Jack, OUTPUT Jack,
AC Adaptor Jack (9V DC)

Size and Weight ( incl. battery )
Width........................113 mm
Depth..........................63 mm
Height ........................34 mm
Weight.........................0.3 kg

Power Supply.............9 V DC: Dry Battery
9 V type, AC Adaptor

(886) -2-26573757
info@toneweal.com
www.toneweal.com
1F., No.7, Lane 128, Jingye 1st Rd. Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 10462
Taiwan
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